
Metadata Extraction  
Making the Submission Process 
Easy Easier 



Researchers love the submission 
process! 



Actually, they don’t. 

Every system its own island 
with its own rules, the same 
information re-entered on 
multiple sites . . .  

What do almost all scientists 
agree about? The manuscript 
management systems 
employed by most publishers. 
Scientists detest these systems. 

When an author has a manuscript 
rejected in a journal he/she usually 
has to rearrange it before 
submitting to other journal in order 
to adapt it to the guidelines, and 
this is a mess and time consuming 
task. 

It’s unfair that after putting in 
efforts to do the research work, 
authors have to undergo further 
hassles of decoding the myriad of 
journals’ author guidelines.  

Never has the word “submission” 
seemed so bitterly apt as it did 
during this process. 

Quotes from article and comments: Anderson, Rick. The Manuscript 
Submission Mess: Brief Notes from a Grumpy Author. The Scholarly 
Kitchen, June 15, 2015. 
https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2015/06/15/the-manuscript-
submission-mess-brief-notes-from-a-grumpy-author/  



Submission Pain Points 
o Journal’s formatting requirements, especially 

requirements for formatting references 
 

o Requirements for entering data, especially when those 
data are available elsewhere 
 

o Confusing submission system interfaces 
 

o Et cetera! 

 

 



Solution: Metadata Extraction 

o What metadata can be found in the materials that 
authors provide? 

o Title 

o Authors 

o Affiliations 

o Abstract 

 

 

 Xtract with Metadata Extraction 



Process: Auto-Style the Word Doc 

Title 

Authors 

Affiliations 

Abstract 



Process: Convert to XML 



Process: Populate Database 



Not All Files Follow the Rules 



Update the Interface 



Update the Interface 



How Well Does It Work? 



How Well Does It Work? 



The Reaction from Users? 

The new submission process is intuitive, provides 
plenty of room for customized instructions, and 
propels authors toward the submission finish line 
by focusing more on the files to be uploaded than 
on rekeying basic information that has already 
been captured. 
 
—Jessica E. McEwan, Managing Editor, Journal of 
Vascular Surgery Publications 



Questions? 



Coming Soon 


